In the near future GPS will be w i d e l y u s e d, thus allowing a broad variety of location dependent services such as direction giving, navigation, etc. In this document we propose a family of protocols and addressing methods to integrate GPS into the Internet Protocol to enable the creation of location dependent services. The solutions which we present are exible (scalable) in terms of the target accuracy of the GPS. The main challenge is to integrate the concept of physical location into the current design of the Internet which relies on logical addressing. Two solutions are p r esented in this draft and a third solution is sketched.
GPS-Multicast
1 Introduction
In the near future GPS will be widely used allowing a broad variety of location dependent services such as direction giving, navigation, etc. In this document w e propose a family of protocols and addressing methods to integrate GPS into the Internet Protocol to enable the creation of location dependent services such as:
Multicasting selectively only to speci c geographical regions de ned by latitude and longitude. For example, sending an emergency message to everyone who is currently in a speci c area, such as a building or train station. Providing a given service only to clients who are within a certain geographic range from the server (which m a y be mobile itself), say within 2 miles. Advertising a given service in a range restricted way, s a y, within 2 miles from the server. Providing contiguous information services for mobile users when information depends on the user's location. In particular providing location dependent book-marks, which provides the user with any important information which happens to be local (within a certain range) possibly including other mobile servers.
The solutions which w e present are exible (scalable) in terms of the target accuracy of the GPS. We also discuss cases when GPS cannot be used (like inside buildings).
The main challenge is to integrate the concept of physical location into the current design of the Internet which relies on logical addressing. We see the following general families of solutions:
1. GPS-Multicast solution 2. Unicast IP routing extended to deal with geographic addresses 3. Application Layer Solution using extended DNS
Scenarios of Usage and Interface Issues
There are numerous possible applications of geographic messaging ranging from the emergency response messages directed only to certain subareas (like areas near a river which are in danger of ooding) to tra c management messages (vehicles stuck in the tra c) and law enforcement a n d military applications. In a hypothetical usage scenario a user will interact with a zoom-able map with a graphical user interface. The address of the message will be speci ed as a polygon on the map. Then, the polygon will be translated into GPS coordinates and the message will eventually be multicast to all clients who are located within the bounds of that polygon. The exact routing mechanisms to make it happen are the subject of this geographic messaging project.
The gure 2 illustrates such a scenario where a shape is selected as an area in the north part of New Brunswick. The rst serious attempt to relate IP-addresses to geographical locations was the UUMAP project 24] in 1985. This project attempted to collect in a central at-le database the geographical locations of all of the computer hosts then on the Internet. However, because of the subsequent speed with which computers were added to the Internet and the di culties of maintaining such a large central database, erroneous data found its way i n to the database. Some attempts have been made to decentralize the database through the use of UUCP-Zones Later, two separate groups 13] 3 ], tried similar approaches based on the Domain Name System 18]. This system improved on the UUMAP project by decentralizing the geographic location information, thus relieving the burden of the system administrators and helping to ensure an up-to-date and correct database. In both cases, the DNS data-structure which c o n tains the host computer information, the RR records 19], were augmented with new elds to contain geographical location information in the form of longitude and latitude.
However, in 13] and 3], the DNS system can only return a geographic location given an IP address. In this paper we strive to perform the reverse function, that is to return IP addresses given a geographical location.
The rst attempt to design a system that actually routes packets according to their geographic destination and the work that is closest to ours is Cartesian Routing by Gregory G. Finn 14] . Cartesian Routing was an attempt to alleviate foreseeable future routing and addressing problems in large and dense metropolitan internetworks. The proposed solution called for point-to-point routing based on the geographic location of the source, the intermediate routers, and the destination. A new type of address was proposed for Cartesian routing which w ould be a two-tuple: < location, id >, where location represents a geographic point de ned by latitude and longitude, and id is an identi er which is unique across the entire network. In order to perform routing, all Cartesian routers record the geographic locations of all other directly connected routers. Then, in order to route a packet from a source to a destination, the router selects the neighbor router that is closest to the destination and sends the packet there. However, it is possible that no neighbor routers lie in the same direction as the destination. In this case, the router will search for another router at most n-hops away that makes progress toward the destination. It does this by using a ooding technique. If no router is found within n-hops, then the packet is considered undeliverable. Simulation studies were performed that showed that Cartesian Routing performed only marginally worse than regular IP routing in terms of hop counts. Our work attempts to provide the more general multi-point-to-multi-point geographic routing.
In the proposed redesign of the IP protocol 10], IP Address Type Space was speci cally allocated for geographic addresses 11] 23]. These unicast geographic addresses would be modeled on the Bell Telephone System's area codes and location pre xes. IP addresses would be assigned to subnets and hosts based on topological criteria, such as geography, in a similar manner to the way telephone numbers are allocated. A block of IP addresses (one-eighth of the total IP address space) would be assigned to geographic locations according to this proposal.
In 11] and 23] the sender of a \geographic message" would be unicasting messages only to such hosts which h a ve geographic addresses. The methods in this paper attempt to provide the more general ability of sending a message to all recipients within a geographical area, regardless of whether the hosts have geographical addresses or not.
Global Positioning System (GPS) 2.2.1 What is GPS?
The Global Positioning System 25], 26], 27] is a radio-navigation system which is developed and operated by the United States Department of Defense. It is a satellite-based system which provides users who are on land, in the sea, or in the air to discover their three-dimensional geographical position, velocity, and time. The system is reachable twenty-four hours a day, in all kinds of weather, anywhere in the world. Its accuracy is touted to be better than any o t h e r a vailable radio-navigation system. The GPS system become fully operational on July 17, 1995.
Space, Control, and User
The GPS system is composed of three parts. These parts are the space, control, and user components.
The space component constitutes the satellite portion of the GPS system. There are 24 operational satellites in six circular orbits 20,200 km above the earth at an inclination angle of 55 degrees with a 12 hour period. The satellites are positioned so that at least six of them are in view at any time and at any point in the world. The satellites continually broadcast location and time information.
The control component of the GPS system consists of a master control station, ve monitoring stations, and three ground antennas. The Master control station is located in Colorado Springs, while the other stations and antennas are distributed around the world. The stations monitor the satellites' functionality and their orbits. Any c hanges that the master control station deems necessary are transmitted to the satellites.
The user component consists of the individual users of the GPS system who use their receivers to calculate precisely their geographical location, velocity, and time.
How i s i t u s e d ?
Users calculate their positions by measuring their distance from the GPS satellites which are within view. The satellites act as reference points in space. At least four satellites are needed for the calculations. The user's receiver measures the apparent range of each satellite by calculating the delay e a c h satellite's position and time signals needs in order to travel to the user. The receiver then calculates the user's position, velocity and time.
Levels of Service
The GPS system o ers two l e v els of accuracy: the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) and the Precise Positioning Service (PPS). The SPS is used by civilians while the PPS is used the the United States military. The SPS is intentionally degraded in a process called Selective A v ailability (SA) because of U.S. national security i n terests.
SPS provides accuracies of 100 meters horizontally, 156 meters vertically, and 340 nanoseconds time.
What is DGPS?
Di erential GPS (DGPS) is simply the normal GPS system with an additional correction signal beamed from a stationary point on the ground. This corrective signal is broadcast over any authorized communication c hannel and improves the accuracy of SPS GPS. DGPS was originally intended to be used by the aviation and maritime industries and is designed, operated, and maintained by the U.S. Coast Guard. It attained initial operational status on January 30, 1996.
How d o e s i t w ork?
A xed position on land is chosen to be used as another reference point in addition to the GPS satellites. This land-based reference point, whose correct geographical location is known, receives the GPS signals, determines its position as indicated by the GPS satellites, and then calculates the SA distortion by comparing the GPS-determined position against its known position. The landbased reference point then broadcasts the di erence caused by the SA distortion. Users then use the broadcast di erence to improve the calculations of their positions. As a result, DGPS accuracy and integrity are better than GPS: 10 meters or better for DGPS vs. 100 meters or better for GPS SPS. Assuming the use of single precision oating-point n umbers, four bytes of addressing space are necessary to store latitude and four bytes are also su cient to store longitude. Thus a total of eight b ytes are necessary to address the whole surface of earth with precision down to 0.1 mile! If greater precision is desired, double-precision oating-point n umbers can be used. This would, however, increase the storage requirements from eight b ytes to sixteen bytes. The future version of IP (IP v6) will certainly have a su cient n umber of bits in its addressing space to provide an address for small geographic addressable units. In this proposal, however, we assume the current version of IP (IP v4) and we make sure that we manage the addressing space more economically than that. We will call the smallest geographic addressable unit a GPS-square.
Using GPS for Destination Addresses
A destination geographic address would be represented by one of the following:
Some closed polygon such a s :
where each v ertex of the polygon is represented using GPS coordinates. This notation would help sending a message to anyone within the speci ed geographical area de ned by the closed polygon. site-name as a geographic access path This notation would simulate the postal mail service. In this manner, a message can be sent t o a s p e c i c s i t e b y specifying the its location in terms of real-world names, by specifying a sequence starting from the speci c site, city, t o wnship, county, state etc. This format would make use of the directory service detailed later.
For example, if we w ere to send a message to city hall in Fresno, California, we could send it by specifying either a bounding polygon or the mail address. If we specify a bounding polygon, then we could specify the GPS limits of the city hall as a series of connected lines that form a closed polygon surrounding it. Since we h a ve a list of connected lines, we just have to record the endpoints of the lines. Therefore the address of the city h a l l i n F resno could look like: Alternatively, since city h a l l i n F resno is a well-de ned geographical area, it would be simpler to merely name the destination. This would be done by specifying a \postal-like" address such a s city hall.Fresno.California.USA.
For \ad hoc" speci ed areas such a s , s a y a quad between 5th and 6th Avenue and 43 and 46 street in New York, the polygon addressing will be used.
Geographic Routing Scheme (GEO)
Let us now describe the suggested routing schemes responsible for delivering a message to any geographical destination.
The Geographic Routing Scheme (GEO) uses the polygonal geographic destination information in the geographic message header directly for routing. GEO routing is going to be implemented in the Internet Protocol (IP) Network layer and the Application layer in a manner similar to the way m ulticast routing was rst implemented. That is, a virtual network which uses geographic addresses for routing will be overlayed onto the current I P i n ternetwork. We w ould accomplish this by creating our own geographic address routers. These routers would use tunnels to ship data packets between them and between the routers and GeoNodes. Before explaining how the geographic routing system moves a geographic message to its destination, an introduction to the system and its di erent parts is in order. The system is composed of three main components: the GeoHost, GeoNode, and geographic routers. See gure 3.
The Components of the Geographic Routing Scheme

Geographic Router
Geographic routers are in charge of moving a geographic message from a sender to a receiver. Geographic routers are arranged in a hierarchical fashion with each l a yer corresponding to a distinct geographic area, such as a state or a city. F or example in Figure 5 , the campus routers for Busch and College Ave. both perform routing for two groups of three GeoNodes connected to wireless cells. Above them in the hierarchy, is the county router whose job is to route messages between the local GEO routers.
A geographic router actually consists of two separate processes: a control process and a routing process. The control process's task is to interface with the router's parent and child nodes, create a routing table based on the their geographic service areas, and to setup tunnels between the routing process and its child and parent nodes. The control process continually monitors the topology of the network and adjusts the routing table accordingly. When the routing table changes, the control process sends the changes to the routing process. The routing process' sole task is to use the routing table to send incoming geographic message packets out to their next hop.
GeoNode
A GeoNode is an entry/exit point for the routing system. The main function of the GeoNode is to store incoming geographic messages for the duration of their lifetime and to periodically multicast them on all of the subnets or wireless cells to which it is attached. Each subnet and each wireless cell will have at most one GeoNode. The lifetime of a geographic message is speci ed by the sender of the message. Message lifetimes are necessary because the receivers of geographic messages may be mobile and may possibly arrive at the message destination just after the geographic message arrives. By assigning a lifetime to a message, the sender is assured that all receivers, whether mobile or not, will receive the message.
Since, most likely, there will be several geographic messages residing in a GeoNode at one time, the multicasting of the various messages will be scheduled. The scheduling algorithm will take i n to account the size of the message, the priority of the message, and the speed of the subnet's transport medium. For instance, a wireless cell will be able to handle a slower rate of data transmission than an Ethernet network. Clients wishing to receive geographic messages would then tune in to the appropriate multicast group to receive t h e m .
GeoHost
This daemon is located on all computer hosts which are capable of receiving and sending geographic messages. Its role is to notify all client processes about the availability of geographic messages, the host computer's current geographic location, and the address of the local GeoNode.
Routing Overview
Sending a geographic message involves three steps: sending the message, shuttling the message between routers, and receiving the message.
Sending Geographic Messages
In order to send a geographic message, the programmer would use the GEO Library routine send to geo(). Among other parameters, this routine will accept the body of the message and a polygon describing the geographic destination address. The send to geo() routine now performs several steps. First it will contact the local GeoHost Daemon (shown by the number two in gure 4) by making a socket connection to it. The GeoHost Daemon will have previously listened to . The send to geo() routine will query the GeoHost daemon for the IP address of the local GeoNode. It will then encapsulate the geographic message in a UDP datagram, and send the message to the GeoNode (number three in gure 4). For the purposes of sending a geographic message, the GeoNode will simply forward all of the geographic message packets to the local geographic router (number four in gure 4).
Router Actions
Once the datagram arrives at a geographic router, the router strips the datagram o , thereby leaving it with the original geographic message. First the router must determine if it services any part of the area of the destination polygon. To do this, the router determines if the destination polygon and the router's service area polygon intersect 1 In Figure 5 , a user on Busch Campus wishes to send a message to the destination polygon on the College Ave. Campus. Upon sending the message, it is passed to the Busch Campus router. By using polygon intersection, the router determines that it does not service the target area, so it forwards the message to its parent, the county router. Using the same algorithm, the county r o u t e r decides that its child node, the College Ave. router services the destination area of the message, and, therefore, forwards the message to it. The College Ave. router, in turn, forwards the message to the two GeoNodes which c o n trol the target area. These two GeoNodes then deliver the message to all of the users in the target area.
The router keeps a cache of the latest geographic message packets and their destinations (for a description of the router cache, see section 4.3.1). When a router receives a geographic message packet, it will use the incoming packet's Message Id as a key into the hashed cache. If this is not the rst packet to arrive for this destination and if the timer on the hash table entry has not yet expired, then the hashed cache will return a list of all of the destination addresses to which copies of the packet must be sent. Copies of the packet are sent to all of these destinations and the hash entry's time stamp is updated.
If no hash table entry is found (i.e.-this is the rst packet encountered for this destination address), then the normal geometry checking routine would take o ver. A new cache entry is made recording all of the next-hop destination addresses of the geographic message. In this manner, if several other packets with the same geographic destination follow this rst packet, the router can use the hash table to look-up the destination GeoNodes instead of calculating it using geometry.
Receiving Geographic Messages
Once a geographic message has been sent to a GeoNode from a geographic router (shown by the number one in gure 7), the receive process can begin. The GeoNode will store the message locally,
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Router's Service Area Polygon A B C Figure 6 : Polygon Di erence assign a multicast group to it, periodically multicast the message on its group, and include it in the list of available geographic messages which is in the ICMP messages that it multicasts (number two in gure 7). The GeoHost daemons will receive the ICMP packets and cache the list of geographic messages. The daemon will also consult with the local GPS receiver (if available) to determine if the host computer is located inside one of the messages' destination polygons (number three in gure 7), and, if so, it will mark that message as a valid message. When a client process executes a recv from geo() call from the GEO Library (number four in gure 7), the GeoHost will respond with the list of all valid messages and their corresponding multicast addresses. The recv from geo() routine will then join the multicast addresses and receive the geographic message itself (number ve in gure 7).
Geographic Router -Up Close and Personal 4.3.1 Geographic Routing Table
The geographic routing table is composed of three components: a service area table, a cache of previous actions, and a tunnel table.
The service area table contains a list of polygons describing the geographical region administered by each of the router's child nodes. Additionally, the service area of the router will also be included. The router's service area is computed by nding the convex hull 2 surrounding all of the service areas of the child nodes.
The cache of previous actions is a hash table which uses the identi cation number of a geographic message as the key. The message identi cation is included in the header of geographic messages. This assumes that a geographic message will actually be composed of several packets all of which are destined for the same geographic region. Each c a c he item will contain a time stamp and a list of the next hops for that geographic message. When the time stamp exceeds a certain limit, then the cache item will be dropped. The list of next hops is a list of the IP addresses of the GeoNodes, peer routers, and parent router which are to receive a copy of the geographic messages. 2 Finding a convex hull take s , o n t h e a verage, O(NlogN) time. In the case of a bottom-layer campus router, such as the Busch Campus router in Figure 5 , the service area table will contain polygons describing the geographic reach o f e a c h c hild GeoNode's service area. The convex hull enclosing all of the router's child GeoNodes' polygons de nes the service area of the router.
The tunnel table contains the virtual links which tie the geographic router to the whole network of geographic routers and GeoNodes. Each tunnel in the table is a virtual link to either a parent router, a peer router, or a child GeoNode. Each e n try in the service area table should have a corresponding entry in the tunnel table.
Building a Routing Table
But how is the routing table built? When the router is initiated, it will consult its con guration le. One of the items it will nd in the le will be the multicast address to which all of its child nodes (whether GeoNodes or other geographic routers) are members. The router's control process will join this group and then send out Service A rea Query messages to this multicast group periodically to discover and to refresh its knowledge of its children nodes and the geographical areas serviced by them.
Nodes respond to a Service A rea Query by issuing a Service A rea R eport. This report is issued on the same multicast group address that all of the nodes have joined. The report contains the geographical service area of the node. In order to avoid a sudden congestion of reports being sent at the same time, each node will initiate a random delay timer. Only when the timer expires will the node send its report. Note that child geographic routers will also send the multicast group address of their child nodes. The group address is needed in the event of a router failure. Each responding node and its geographic area of service will also be included in the router's geographic routing table as a possible destination for geographic message packets.
For every node that responds, the control process will create an tunnel between the router and the node. A tunnel is a point-to-point virtual link which is used to bridge the gap between two p h ysically distant but logically close nodes. This tunnel will be used to carry the geographic message packets between the node and the router and vice versa. When sending geographic message packets through the tunnel, the packets are encapsulated in UDP datagrams. The UDP datagram header contains the tunnel's local endpoint's IP address as the the source address and the distant tunnel endpoint as the destination address. When the UDP datagram reaches the tunnel endpoint, the datagram is stripped o and only the geographic message packet remains. Queries are issued infrequently (no more than once every ve m i n u t e s ) s o a s t o k eep the IGeoMP overhead on the network very low. However, since the query is issued using unreliable multicast datagrams, there is a chance that some nodes may not receive the query. This is important i n t wo cases: when a child node fails and when a router rst boots up. When a router rst boots up, its control process will issue several queries in a small amount of time in order to guarantee that child nodes will receive the query and to, therefore, build up its knowledge about its child nodes quickly.
Handling Router Failures
In order to detect whether child nodes have failed, the router control process will periodically send Ping messages to each c hild node every ten seconds. The child node will respond with Alive messages. Any node that does not respond after three continuous Pings will be considered unreachable and will be dropped from the routing table. If the child node that failed is a geographic router, then the parent router will send a Set Service A rea message to the failed child node's geographical neighbor telling it to assume responsibility for the failed node's children nodes. In this Set Service Area message, the parent router includes the multicast group address of the failed node's children. The neighbor node uses this multicast address to learn the service areas and IP addresses of failed node's children. The neighbor router then issues a Service A rea R eport advertising its new enlarged service area responsibilities. All peer and parent routers will then update their routing tables to include this new information. When the failed node restarts, it will declare that it is alive and that it is again servicing its area. All routers will then again update their routing tables.
In the case that there is no parent router, such as at the top of the routing hierarchy, then each peer router will keep track of its neighbors. If a neighbor router fails, then the rst neighbor router to declare that it is taking over the GeoNodes for the failed router will take responsibility. The rest continues as before.
Routing Optimizations
The optimization described here attempts to reduce the latency of a geographic message. It does so by reducing the the number of hops a packet must traverse before nding its destination. The intuition behind the idea is this: instead of going to the parent router and then to the sibling, simply go to the sibling directly. As an additional bene t, this method prevents the parent r o u t e r from becoming a bottleneck o r a p o i n t of failure in the routing scheme.
In this optimization, when a router attempts to determine who will receive the geographic packet, it considers its peer routers as if they were also its children in the routing hierarchy. This means that the router will consider its service area to be the union of the service areas of its children and its peer routers. Also, when the destination polygon intersects the router's service area polygon, the router will forward a copy of the geographic message packet to any c hild or peer router whose geographic service area contains or touches the packet's geographic destination polygon.
GeoNode
How will the individual computers know which m ulticast addresses to join? GeoNodes will periodically broadcast on all connected subnets an extended version of ICMP Router Discovery. The rst part of the broadcast message will contain the standard ICMP header information. Among other things, this will contain the IP address of the GeoNode. The extensions will follow immediately after the ICMP header and will contain such information such as the number of available messages, their geographic destination polygons, and the multicast group(s) to join in order to receive the messages.
Multicast Filtering
In multicast level ltering, the GeoNode assigns a temporary multicast address to each geographic message. Modi ed ICMP Router Discovery messages sent b y the GeoNode will contain the temporary multicast address and the geographic destination polygon for each geographic message. The clients, knowing their geographic positions, will then join the temporary multicast groups if their current locations are within the advertised polygon. The GeoNode will then send out the real message using the temporary multicast address.
The temporary multicast address would be cached for the duration of the geographic message's lifetime. If more packets for the same polygon arrive in that period of time, they will be sent out on the same multicast address. When the lifetime of the geographic message expires, the multicast address is dropped and purged from the cache. Filtering on the client's station is then performed entirely on the IP level. This solution introduces additional delay (needed to join the temporary multicast group) but reduces the number of irrelevant p a c kets received by the client. This especially important for very long messages.
Application Level Filtering
For application level ltering, the GeoNode will forward all geographic messages on its wireless link under a single multicast address. Additionally, a complete geographic address (for example in the form of the polygon) will be provided in the body of the packet and the exact address matching will be performed on the application layer. The receiver, knowing its geographic position uses it to match against the polygon address. The geographic position can be obtained by the receiver either from the GPS card or, indoors, from the indoor GeoNode which itself knows its geographic position as a part of its con guration le.
GeoHost
The GeoHost daemon will monitor the ICMP Router Discovery 5] messages sent out by the GeoNode and keep the latest in a cache. It will then attempt to determine if the host computer's current location is contained in any of the destination polygons of the geographic messages. If so, then the daemon will inform all of its client processes that a message is available. If the daemon cannot determine the host computer's current location, then the daemon will simply inform its clients of all the geographic messages that it has knowledge about.
The daemon will determine the host computer's current location in one of two w ays. If a GPS receiver is available, then the daemon will periodically query the receiver for the current GPS coordinates of the host computer. However, if a GPS receiver is not available, then the daemon will extract the GeoNode's GPS coordinates from the ICMP messages and use them as its own. The daemon will report these coordinates when a client process asks for the current position. However, the daemon will not use these coordinates when it is determining which geographic messages to inform its clients about. In this case the daemon acts as if it does not know its current location.
Domain Name Service Issues
Domain Name Servers (DNS) could be used to facilitate the use of GPS geographic addressing for sites of interest. The aim is to describe speci c geographic sites in a more natural and real-world manner using a postal-service like addressing method. Essentially, the DNS would resolve a postalservice like address, such as City Hall.New York City.New York, into the IP address of the GPS router responsible for that site. The GPS router would then route the message to all available recipients in the site.
Implementation Notes 4.7.1 Router Daemon (Geod)
In order to provide the capability of geographic address routing throughout an IPv4-based internetwork, special-purpose routers will be created to support geographic address routing on top of the current I n ternet. These routers, which will be called Geod, will use virtual point-to-point links called tunnels in order to connect two Geods together over regular unicast networks. The tunnels work by encapsulating the geographic address messages in IP datagrams and then transmitting the message to the host on the other end of the tunnel. In this manner, the geographic address messages look like normal unicast packets to all IPv4 routers in between the two geographic address routers. At the end of the tunnel, the receiving Geod removes the geographic address message from the datagram and continues the routing process.
By using tunnels, the geographic routers can be established as a virtual internetwork throughout the current I n ternet without regard for the physical properties of the underlying networks. Moreover, the use of tunnels means that the host on which the router daemon is running need not be connected to more than one subnet in order for the router to forward geographic messages. This virtual internetwork would be responsible for routing geographic address messages only. This virtual network, however, is not intended to be a permanent solution and is only intended to provide a means of supporting geographic address routing until it gains wider acceptance and support in the Internet infrastructure.
When a Geod initially executes, it rst checks the le /etc/Geod.conf for con guration commands to add tunnel and multicast links to other geographic address routers. There are two kinds of con guration commands: multicast <multicast-address> < peer j child> tunnel <local-addr> < remote-addr> < parent j peer j child > < optional service-area> The tunnel command is used to create a tunnel between the local host on which the Geod executes and a remote host on which another Geod executes. The tunnel command is not necessary for normal usage since a geo-router will automatically attempt to create tunnels between itself and its parent and child nodes. This command is useful mostly for testing purposes. A properly de ned tunnel needs to have both end-points speci ed. Also, since a tunnel is associated with a geographic routing table entry, the router needs to know whether the tunnel connects it with a parent, peer, or child node. If the tunnel is connected to a child node, then a polygon describing the service area of the child node is necessary.
The multicast command tells the router which m ulticast addresses to join. These addresses will carry IGeoMP messages and replies. The router will use these IGeoMP messages to build up and keep current i t s o wn internal routing table.
Internet Geographic Management Protocol (IGeoMP)
The Internet Geographic Management Protocol (IGeoMP) is used by geographic routers to report, query, and inform their router counterparts about their geographical service areas. The IGeoMP will also be used to verify that routers are correctly functioning.
The vocabulary of IGeoMP will consist of the following:
set service area Used by the parent router to set the geographic service area of a router. This is needed in order to automatically respond to router failure or new router boot-up.
con rm service area con rms that a router has received its service area. geographical service area query This message will be used by a router to build up its geographical routing table. It is sent to all routers on the same level.
service area report This message is sent in response to a query request. It contains a bounding closed polygon described using GPS coordinates which c o n tains the service area for the router.
ping This message is sent periodically to ascertain whether the router is currently functioning properly. Usually sent b y the parent router in the hierarchy tree.
alive signal Usually sent as a reply to the ping message. Used by a router to indicate that it is functioning correctly. It is also sent immediately after a router boots.
initiate tunnel This message is sent b y a router or GeoNode to initiate the construction of an IP tunnel between the two processes. The receiver of this message creates his half of the IP tunnel and then responds with an acknowledge tunnel message.
acknowledge tunnel This message is sent in reply to initiate tunnel message. The receiver of this message should be the same one who originally sent the initiate tunnel message. Reception of this message causes the second half of the tunnel to be created. At this point, a working tunnel exists between the two processes.
All of IGeoMP messages will be sent on an all-routers multicast address for a particular hierarchy level. The exact multicast address can be set in the router con guration le.
Note that for the GPS-Multicast routing scheme, the time-to-live v alue of the service area reports will be varied in order to control the distribution of the information. In GPS-Multicast routing, only the multicast group membership for very large partitions will be distributed throughout the country. Smaller partition may only be distributed to neighbor routers.
GeoNode Extensions to ICMP Router Discovery
The GeoNodes will use modi ed ICMP Router Discovery messages in order to send out the list of available geographic messages to all GeoHosts on the same subnet. The beginning of the message will appear to be a normal ICMP message. However, by using the unused type number sixteen, the GeoHosts will know that information about geographic messages follows the normal ICMP header. The information contained in the GEO portion of the message contains the GeoNode's geographic location (the GeoHost uses this as its location if it does not have a GPS receiver) and a list of all available geographic messages. Each message is represented by its message id, its destination polygon, and its assigned multicast group.
The format of the ICMP Router Discovery packet follows: 
Geographic Routing Host Library
In order to interface with the GeoHost and the GeoNode, client processes need to use the Geographic Routing Host Library. This main function of this library is to allow the process to send and receive geographic messages. It also allows the client process to obtain the location of the host computer. The speci c library routines are as follows: create geo socket() Creates a connection-less datagram socket which the client process can use to send or receive geographic messages.
bind geo socket() Allows the geo-socket to be bound to a speci c port number for receiving purposes.
send to geo() This is the routine that is invoked in order to send a geographic message to a speci c destination polygon. The routine will connect with the GeoHost and retrieve the IP location of the local GeoNode. The geographic message will then be encapsulated in a UDP datagram and sent to the GeoNode. The geographic message will have the following format and order:
Message ID (9 bytes) Port Number ( Followed by the GEO message body of arbitrary length and content.
recv from geo() This routine is used to receive geographic messages. The routine returns one message per invocation. The routine will join all necessary multicast groups in order to receive the individual geographic messages.
close geo socket() Closes a geo-socket. All multicast groups that had been joined will be dropped. get all msgs() This routine will connect with the GeoHost daemon and will retrieve the list of all available messages and all information available pertaining to the list of messages.
get spec msg() This routine will ask the GeoHost for information pertaining to a speci c message.r get pos() The GeoHost will be queried for the the host computer's current location.
GPS-Multicast Routing Scheme
Atoms and Partitions
Unfortunately, w e will not be able to assume that we h a ve enough addressing space available in the IP packet addressing space to address all GPS squares. Instead we will propose a solution which is exible in terms of the smallest GPS addressable units which w e call atoms. In our solution, a smaller available addressing space (in the IP packet) will translate into bigger atoms. Obviously, we can use as precise an addressing scheme as we w ant to in the body of the geographic messages -the space limitations apply only to the IP addressing space.
Therefore, we will use the following two terms:
Atoms : for smallest geographic areas which h a ve geographic address.
Thus, atoms could be as small as GPS squares but could also be larger.
Partitions : These are larger geographical areas which will also have a geographic address. A state, county, t o wn etc. may constitute a partition. A partition will contain a number of atoms.
Here are some examples of possible atoms and partitions:
A rectangle, de ned by truncating either the longitude or the latitude part of the geographic address by skipping one or more of the least signi cant digits A circle, centered in a speci c geographic address with a prespeci ed radius. Irregular shapes such as administrative domains: states, counties, townships, boroughs, cities etc
Partitions and Atoms (which are of course special atomic partitions) will, therefore, have geographic addresses which w i l l b e u s e d b y routers. Areas of size smaller than atoms, or of \irregular shape" will not have corresponding geographic addresses and will have to handled with the help of application layer.
By a geographic address we mean an IP address assigned to a geographic area or point o f interest. Our solution will be exible in terms of the geographic addressing space.
Each partition and atom is mapped to a multicast address. The exact form of this mapping is discussed further in this subsection. We rst sketch the basic idea.
This solution provides a exible mix of the multicast and application level ltering for the geographic addressing. The key idea here is to approximate the addressing polygon with the smallest partition which c o n tains it and use the multicast address corresponding to that partition as the IP address of that message. The original polygon is a part of the packet's body and the exact matching is done on the application layer in the second leg of the route.
How is the multicast routing performed? The basic idea for the rst level of routing using multicast is to have e a c h GeoNode join multicast groups for all partitions which i n tersect its range. Thus, GeoNode is not only awa r e o f i t s o wn range but also has a complete information about system de ned partitions which its range intersects. This information can be obtained upon GeoNode installation, from the geographic database stored as a part of DNS.
Multicast Trees
If the proper multicast trees are constructed then the sender can simply determine the multicast address of the partition which c o vers the original polygon he wants to send his message to, use this multicast address as the address on the packet and put the original polygon speci cation into the packet content. In this way, m ulticast will assure that the packet will be delivered to the proper GeoNode. Each of partitions will be mapped int o a m ulticast address and each New Brunswick's GeoNode will have t o j o i n m ulticast groups for all partitions which i n tersect its range. Thus, if the MSS1's range intersects partitions 1 and 2 it will have to join the multicast groups corresponding to these two partitions.
However, the multicast group information has to be propagated very carefully. W e do not need to store detailed information about small atoms in California at the routers in New Jersey! The routing tables may g r o w to be too large.
Because of the large number of atoms and partitions and the resulting large number of multicast groups, we will modify the link state multicast protocol by implementing the following intuition:
The smaller is the size of the partition (atom) the more l o cally is the information about that partition (atom) propagated. Thus, only multicast group membership for very large partitions will be propagated across the whole country. Indeed, it is not important to know the precise location of each atom in California, from a remote location, such as New Jersey. This will be described in more detail in the next section.
Determining the geographic Multicast Addressing
Here we describe more speci cally the proposed addressing scheme and the corresponding routing.
The addressing will be hierarchical. We will use the following convention -each m ulticast address corresponding to a partitions or an atoms will have the following format:
1111.GPS.S.C.x where GPS is the speci c code corresponding to the geographic addressing subspace of the overall multicast addressing space. The S, C and x parts are described below:
S -encoding of the state -each state partition will have the address S/0/0 C -county within a state -each county partition having the address S/C/0 x -atom within a county where 0's refer to the sequences of 0 bits on positions corresponding to the "C part" and "x part" of address.
For example if the GPS part consists of 6 bits which g i v e 1/64 of existing multicast addresses to the geographic addressing we h a ve 22 bits left. The S part will take rst 6 bits, C part next 6 bits (say) and then the next 10 bits encode di erent atoms (within a county). Thus, in our terminology the proposed addressing scheme has two t ypes of partitions: states and counties. Each county a n d state will have a dedicated router and the multicast group membership for the GPS groups will be determined as follows:
GeoNode will join multicast groups corresponding to all atoms which i n tersect their cell ranges. County dedicated routers will join multicast groups associated with counties they represent State dedicated routers will join multicast groups associated with states they represent
Building Multicast Trees
The proposed way of building multicast trees is called ood and forget. W e will rst propagate information about multicast group membership across the network just like in the link state protocols, but retain only small subsets of this information in the routing tables. Notice that the proposed groups are very static, since they are based on the geographic criteria. Thus, the initial ooding phase will be done once for a possibly very long period of time 3 We assume that each router has geographic information attached to it -in the same format as we use for multicast mapping, S/C/x -it encodes the atom that contains the router. Each r o u t e r will only retain a small subset of the total link state information. Speci cally, a router with the address S/C/x will only retain S'/0/0, S/C'/0 for S' and C' di erent from S and C and S/C/x for all x. Thus, it will drop all the addresses of the form S'/C'/y for all S' di erent that S except those with C'=0 and y=0, as well as all the addresses of the form S/C'/y with C' di erent from C except those with y=0. Hence, these addresses will not be forwarded any further either.
In this way a router at S/C/x will not bother about speci c locations within S'/C'/y since they are "too far". Note that in Figure 8 , the Rutgers router only has one entry for California and that the California State router has entries for the county routers, but not for the various GeoNodes (MSS1 through MSS4).
The concept of designated routers helps to avoid a situation that each GeoNode in a state or a county will provide an alternative route to that state or county t o a n y location, even very far away. This could lead to very \fat" multicast trees. In our solution there will only be one path from a given router in NJ to California, this path would lead to the dedicated router in California 4 . See Figure 8 .
Even with a designated routers, it may happen that the same packet will arrive at a given GeoNode more than once due to di erent alternative routes. Thus, a proper mechanism for discarding redundant copies of the same packet should still be in place. In fact, due to the possible intersections between ranges of the GeoNodes the possibility of receiving redundant copies of the same packets always exist and has to be dealt with as a part of any solution. Now let us come back to the possible optimization which w ould avoid initial ooding. Notice that what we ideally want to accomplish is to limit the propagation of the GeoNode multicast group membership to a county where the GeoNode is located. Similarly, w e w ould like to limit the county group membership only to the state where the county is located. Unfortunately any two locations in the network can be connected by a \detour path" which can go arbitrary far. For example, two locations within the same county m a y be connected by a path which leads through a di erent county or perhaps even a di erent state. If we put some arbitrary TTL on packets which advertise multicast group memberships we could have failed to reach some geographically close locations which are far away in terms of number of hops in the physical network which connects them. What is then an appropriate TTL to limit the initial ood of multicast advertisements? Let the network distance between two locations be de ned as the minimal number of hops for all the paths which connect these locations. Then for a given GeoNode and for any c o u n ty router, let us de ne a county diameter as the maximum of all network distances between that GeoNode (or county router) and any other location in that county. Similarly, f o r a n y county router, let the state diameter be de ned as the maximum network distance between that county router and all other county routers in the same state as well as all GeoNode which are located in the same county a s that router.
We can safely limit the scope of multicast membership advertisements for GeoNode and county routers to the locations within the TTL equal to the county diameter from that GeoNode (or county router). Only the state router information has to be propagated to every other router in the network. Notice again, that this process takes place only once for a very long time since GPS multicast groups are expected to be very stable.
Another possible solution to further limit the multicast address propagation is based on PIM 7] and is sketched at the end of this section.
GPS Routing
Given a packet we a l w ays look for the \closest" match in the routing table. If there is a complete match w e follow such a link. If not, then we try to follow the address with the x-part zeroed out. This would pertain to a county-level address. If there is no such address, then follow the address with the C-part and the x-part zeroed out. Such an address would pertain to the multicast address for an entire state.
For example, in Figure 8 , given a destination multicast address ending in \CA.LA.1", the Rutgers router sends the message to the California State router because the closest match i n i t s routing table contains the ending \CA.0.0". Likewise, the California State router forwards the message to the L.A. County router because its closest match ends in \CA.LA.0". Finally, the county router sends the message to MSS-1 because it belongs to the multicast group ending in \CA.LA.1".
DNS Issues
How does the client nd out the multicast address on which the packet is to be sent? We p r o p o s e that the Domain Name System be augmented with the ability to translate a geographical address polygon into the smallest atom or partition which c o n tains it and return the multicast address associated with it. A new category of domain names, such a s .geo, w ould be added to the root DNS server. When querying the DNS system, the source of a geographic message will take the geographic address polygon and append .geo to it. Whenever the root server sees an address ending in .geo, it will return the address of the top Geographic DNS server which has been augmented to understand geographic addresses.
The Geographic Domain Name Servers (GDNS) will be arranged in a hierarchical manner similar to the regular DNS servers. The hierarchy will include the top GDNS server, state servers, county servers, and local servers. The top GDNS server will have k n o wledge of state-level partitions, the state servers will know about county-level partitions, county servers will know about townlevel partitions, and local servers will know about atoms and sites-of-interest. Each server, upon reception of a query, will compare the geographic address polygon against those partition or atom entries that cover the same area. The DNS RR records will be changed to allow them to contain arbitrary-length geographic address polygons. If the server is able to nd a partition or atom that closely contains the destination polygon, then it will return the multicast address associated with it. However, if several partitions contain the same polygon, or if the containing partition does not closely match the destination polygon, then the server will, instead, send the addresses of those lower level GDNS servers which pertain to the matched partitions.
Points of interests within a county can be attached multicast addresses just like atoms. Then a given GeoNode would have t o j o i n m ulticast groups of the points of interests that it covers.
The nal stage is for the receiver to look at the polygon (point o f i n terest) which is encoded in the body of the multicast packet and decide on the basis of its own GPS location if this packet is to be received or not. Doing it on the application layer simpli es many routing issues. There is a tradeo , however, specially when we h a ve v ery short S/C/x addresses and GeoNodes which d o not cover the given polygon in fact are reached unnecessarily. This may happen and it needs to be determined what is the number of the multicast addresses which are necessary to reduce these \false" alarms to the minimum.
Estimations
Assume average cell size of, say, 2km x 2km and the average state size: say 200,000 square km, the average county size: say 4,000 square km.
A reasonable size of the atom is around the size of the cell since then we do not hit wrong cells too often.
Therefore we need the x addressing part of the S/C/x to encode 4,000/4 cells: 1.000 atoms. Thus we need 10 bits for x part. With 6 bits for the state and 6 bits for the county that gives 22 bits which is 1/64 of the total IP v4 multicast addressing space.
With IPv6 we will have, of course, much more addressing space which w e can use for the GPS multicast routing.
PIM solution
The receiver-driven Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) 7] 8 ] 9 ] comes in two a vors: Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) and Dense Mode (PIM-DM). PIM-DM is essentially the same data-driven model currently in use now except with a little extra PIM ove r h e a d . I t i s m e a n t t o b e u s e d i n a l o c a l environment which is bandwidth rich and which has a large number of receivers. PIM-DM assumes that everyone will want to receive the multicast message and relies on prune messages from those who do not wish to receive in order to trim its multicast tree. PIM-SM, however, is meant t o be used in wide-area networks, networks which are bandwidth poor, or multicast groups which have few or widely-scattered members. PIM-SM assumes that not everyone wants to receive the multicast packets and relies on explicit join messages from group members. As a result, PIM-SM has the advantage that it will only send multicast packets where they have been requested, and will not broadcast the initial packets as the current m ulticast protocol does. The PIM protocol is intelligent enough, however, to change between PIM-SM and PIM-DM depending on the changing conditions of the network and the multicast group. Because of PIM-SM's internetwork-friendly characteristics and its presumed eventual adoption by the multicast community, i t w ould be a good platform on which to build GPS-Multicast.
The PIM-SM protocol is similar to Core-Based Multicast Trees 2] in that it uses a Rendezvous Point (RP) to arrange for the senders and receivers of a multicast group to meet. This RP then also becomes the root of a sparse multicast tree with the multicast group members being the leaves of the tree. All senders ship their packets to the RP for distribution. The current PIM proposal calls for the RP to be selected by the rst member of the group. Alternative RP's are also selected in case the primary RP fails. The multicast group address and its list of primary and alternative RP's is then broadcast to all PIM routers.
The state and county designated routers, which w e discussed earlier in that section, could be such RPs if the PIM protocol was the basis for the GPS routing. The RPs then could build the local multicast trees to the locations they represent (state and county) in the way they choose to be most appropriate. Thus, for example, a given state RP may h a ve c hosen to build the multicast tree to all counties it represents using the distance vector method and sending rst a broadcast message and receiving prune messages from the non-members. We will elaborate the PIM based solution to the GPS routing elsewhere.
6 Domain Name Service: An Application Layer Solution
In this subsection we s k etch a solution which relies heavily on the Domain Name Service.
In the application layer solution the geographic information is added to the DNS which provides the full directory information down to the level of the IP address of each GeoNode and its area of coverage represented as a polygon of coordinates.
A new rst level domain -\geo" is added to the set of rst level domains. The second level domain names include states, the third, counties and nally, the fourth: polygons of coordinates, or so called points of interests. We can also allow, polygons to occur as elements of second, third domains to enable sending messages to larger areas.
Thu s a t ypical geographic address can look like city-hall-Palo-Alto.San-Mateo-County.California.geo or Polygon.San-Mateo-County.California.geo where Polygon is a sequence of coordinates. This geographic address is resolved in a similar way as the standard domain addresses are resolved today i n to a set of IP addresses of GeoNodes which c o ver that geographic area. There are several possibilities here:
1. A set of unicast messages is sent to all GeoNodes corresponding to the IP addresses returned by the DNS. Each GeoNode then forwards the message using either of the two last link solutions: application level or network level ltering. 2. All the GeoNodes join the temporary multicast group for the geographic area speci ed in the message. In this way w e m a y a void sending the same message across the same link several times. Thus, after the set of relevant GeoNodes is determined by the DNS, the temporary multicast group is established and all packets with that multicast address are sent on that multicast address. 3. Only one, central to the polygon GeoNode is returned by the DNS just as in the IP unicast solution. However that \central" GeoNode will have to forward messages to the other GeoNodes within the polygon.
Notice that we should distinguish between \small area" and \wide area" geographic mail. The \small area" mail will be most common and will most likely involve just one GeoNode, favoring a simple form of solution (1).
Working Indoors Without GPS Information
Buildings block GPS radio frequencies -what then? Each room can have a radio beacon placed on the ceiling. The beacon will be weak enough so that it will not penetrate walls. Each radio beacon will have i t s o wn geographic-address associated with it which it will broadcast. When a mobile user enters a room, his mobile host (MH) will detect the beacon and read the beacon's geographic address. The geographic-address of the MH will be set to the geographic-address of the beacon. The MH will then use this beacon's geographic address in order to perform any message ltering that it needs to do. Now the mobile user can have a geographic-address associated with him even though he is indoors and his GPS-module is useless.
8 Geographic Email -User Interface The Geographic Email (GeoMail) application, shown in gure 10, demonstrates the use of geographic routing. It allows a user to send a message by letting him write a text message an then interactively specify its geographic destination. The GeoMail program also displays all available geographic messages in relation to the user's current position. When the user's position intersects the destination polygon of a geographic message, then the GeoMail program will receive the message and display its contents.
The user interface of the GeoMail program consists of three parts: the message bar, the email section, and the map section. The message bar is located at the bottom of the user interface. This area displays helpful tips or instructions about whichever part of the interface the user's mouse pointer is current p o i n ting to.
The email section of the interface allows the user to write a text message. The user can also specify such details as the lifetime of the message, the destination port number to send to, whether the message is urgent (and therefore treated specially), and the subject of the message.
The interactive map interface has several functions. First, it displays the current position of the user. Due to the relative inaccuracy imposed by the GPS Selective A v ailability policy for civilian receivers, a user's position is shown by a blue circle with a cross in the center. The user's actual position is deemed to be somewhere within the circle. When using U.S. military receivers or DGPS, the radius of the user circle can be adjusted to re ect their increased accuracy. The user's position is updated every second. The actual position of the center of the circle is displayed underneath the map in the section entitled, Center. Alternatively, b y using a menu option, this section can display the center of the current map instead.
Second, the map interface will display the destination polygons of all extant geographic messages. All unreceived messages are shown in green. When the user's circle intersects one of the geographic messages' polygons, that message is received and displayed in the email section of the user interface. Also, the message's polygon on the map interface changes color and is displayed in red.
The user can interact with the map in several ways. By moving the mouse pointer over the map, the mouse's corresponding longitude and latitude is displayed dynamically underneath the map. The user can also cause the map to change the view or area that it shows to the user. For instance, by using arrow buttons located directly underneath the map, the user to display the next contiguous square of the map. Or, the user can cause the area shown by the map either to be reduced fty percent b y zooming in or doubled by zooming out. When zooming, the user uses the mouse to choose a new center for the map. The new zoomed map features are then drawn relative to the new center. And, of course, the map allows the user to interactively specify the destination polygon of any geographic message sent. The user can choose to specify the destination as a point, a circle, or a polygon. When creating the polygon, the map uses \rubber bands" to dynamically show the user the shape of the polygon as it is created. Once completed, the destination polygon coordinates are automatically entered into the GeoMail's \To:" eld.
GeoArp
The goal of the proposed GeoArp protocol is to "populate" a user speci ed area with objects of interest. Just like in the ARP protocol, where individual hosts respond with their IP addresses to an ARP broadcast, in the GeoArp protocol, hosts respond with their GPS coordinates. This provides the basic instrument to build maps of arbitrary granularity going far below the generally available maps (such as the United State's Census Bureau's TIGER Map Service 28] ). In addition, this protocol allows mobile objects to report their position and be included in the current snapshot of the map.
The destination of the GeoArp message is speci ed in the same manner as sending a geographic message that is, by specifying a destination polygon on the map. The GeoArp message is delivered to all relevant GeoNodes through the geographic routing mechanisms described earlier in this paper. The GeoNode then multicasts the GeoArp message to its subnetwo r k o n a w ell known multicast address (alternatively it could broadcast this message since the intention is for every host in the relevant subnetwork to receive it). There are now t wo possible versions: one which assumes that the GeoNode caches the database of GPS locations of the hosts in its subnet, and, another, which does not assume that a cache like this is maintained. We will describe both versions below. Both versions di er only in the conditions under which hosts reply to the GeoArp message. The format of response is the same and is speci ed as follows:
Point response A host replies with information of the form (name, pair of GPS coordinates). For example, (church, (x,y)). Line response 9.1 To Cache or Not to Cache?
In the cache version, the GeoNode maintains a database of all geographic information in the subnet for which it is responsible. Keeping a cache of the geographic information accomplishes two things: it prevents an explosion of responses from the many hosts served by the GeoNode, and it allows for the information to be returned in a faster manner. In order to ensure that the information is up-to-date, the whole cache will have a time stamp. When the cache information has aged beyond a certain threshold, the cached will be purged and new information gathered. If the GeoNode has many GeoArp requests, then the new information can be gathered periodically by the GeoNode itself. However, if the number of GeoArp requests are few, then GeoNode can wait until it receives a new GeoArp request to repopulate its cache. Caching the geographic information assumes that the information will remain valid for an extended period of time. As a result, the cached version should only be used with a static network.
When the GeoNode is attached to a wireless cell, then the GeoNode should not cache the information. This is necessary because mobile hosts may c hange position or be turned o and on unpredictably. In this case, the GeoNode will simply always propagate the GeoArp to all of the hosts resident in its cell. This will ensure that the returned geographic information will always be up-to-date.
The GeoNode will integrate all information into a simple le which has three basic elds: name of an object, type (point, line, polygon) and GPS coordinates. This primitive form of maintaining geographic information provides the most elementary component which can be used by a n y c l i e n t -e v en the least sophisticated hosts which h a ve no graphics capability. The initiator of the GeoArp message will then use the information obtained through the GeoArp to populate the map on its platform.
Populating the Map
The GeoArp responses will be displayed on the map widget in the simple form of points and lines. This will provide a nal appearance of a "sketch" (although this sketch w i l l b e v ery precise in terms of the geographic coordinates). If the client is equipped with more sophisticated "geographic rendering" tools, it may use them to beautify further the interface -in particular it may "merge" the GeoArp information with other background information obtained (e.g from the Tiger map server).
The key advantage of our proposal though is that it is completely independent from any underlying map source and it makes no assumptions about availability of such maps. Thus, the developed software can be deployed at any location and can construct "ad hoc maps" of any area. This is similar to the way h umans sketch maps of arbitrary granularity starting from, say, the location of their o ce to the location of a lake, town, or a park.
GEO queries
By GEO queries we mean queries about a speci c service provided in a speci c area. For example "give me all banks within a speci ed polygon" or "get locations of all ambulances within 2 miles from the place of accident".
Such queries can use a mapping between the services and port numbers with each port number corresponding to a given service. In this way w e c a n h a ve a s m a n y di erent GeoArp messages as we h a ve di erent services: ambulance GeoArp message will be sent on a di erent address than the bank GeoArp message.
Using database terminology, a client m a y then de ne the di erent "views" on his map interface, views which deal with speci c categories of services.
Reliability
Should the geographic messages be acknowledged?
Since we h a ve n o c o n trol if users are present in the target geographic area where the mail is distributed we do not see a need for individual acknowledgments from the message recipients. However, we believe that the GeoNodes covering the target area of geographic mail should acknowledge the messages.
Typically only a few GeoNodes will be involved since typically we will not cover very broad geographic areas anyway. W e assume that the GeoNodes, in addition to forwarding the the messages on their wireless interfaces will bu er them, either to periodically multicast them (emergency response) or to provide them to users who just entered a cell and download the \emergency stack" of messages for that area as a part of the service hand-o protocol.
Security Considerations
Some method of determining who has permission to send messages to a large geographical area is needed. For instance, perhaps only the mayor of New York City has permission to send a message to all of New York City.
Distance Based Services
The location awareness enabled by GPS allows support for distance based services which are located within a certain distance from the mobile client. We propose the following simple solution allowing:
Servers to advertise their services within a certain distance from their current location 5 Clients to request services only within the certain distance from their current location.
We assume again that both clients and servers are equipped with the GPS cards. We rst describe a static solution when neither clients nor server move.
A pair of multicast addresses, S and C, is used to de ne the two v ersions of the same service. Multicast address S is used for the server to advertise its service to the clients. This corresponds to the server initiated service delivery. Multicast address C is used for the clients to inquire about the same service. This is the client initiated service delivery mode and C is used for service queries.
Thus, clients multicast their service requests on the address C and servers multicast their advertisements on S. Therefore, a client who wants to receive speci c service advertisements has to join the S group and the server which w ants to respond to the client's queries joins the multicast group C. Lets take an example of a tra c server. The tra c server may periodically multi cast tra c information on the address S and clients who want to receive the tra c data will join that group. Similarly, servers which w ant to respond to client requests will join the tra c group C. Now, let us discuss how to generalize this scheme to a situation when both servers and clients may be mobile. In this case we propose that both S and C addresses are concatenation of two parts: the service name and the location of the server (client) expressed as an atom of our addressing scheme. Thus the nal addresses on which c l i e n ts multicast their queries and servers advertise their services will depend on the client's (server's) location. For example, the server located in New Brunswick which w ants to advertise tra c information only to a New Brunswick atom will use a concatenation of the service identi er and the bit string encoding the New Brunswick atom. Thus, tra c service in Princeton will use a di erent \location part" in its S address than New Brunswick. Clients who want to listen only to \local ads" will then join the S address which corresponds to the atoms they currently reside in. In this way a c l i e n t who is currently located within the city bounds of New Brunswick will only listen to the ads within the New Brunswick atom. Similarly, for the client initiated mode, the client requests will only go to the \near by" servers which again will join only C addresses for the \near by" clients. This schemes generalize the earlier anycast, narrowcast and nearcast proposals (see 1] for references) to the situation when the GPS cards are used. The presence of GPS card is necessary both for the clients as well as servers in order for them to determine the current S and C addresses to join.
We are currently developing a prototype of the extension of the Web browser in which the user will be able to specify graphically (using a local map) restrictions on the locations of Web pages which are of interest. Thus, for example, a user may specify that he may o n l y w ant t o s e e w eb pages located on servers within a given building.
In general, the geographic messaging project introduces location as a \ rst class citizen" both in message addressing as well as in service discovery. 5 Servers may be mobile as well
